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We’re delighted to offer you a range of materials that enhance and support the objectives of your kindergarten
classroom! To make selecting items easy, we’ve correlated them to the specific goals of Indiana Full Day
Kindergarten Standards. We hope you find this correlation to be a helpful tool in supplementing your curriculum.

Our Guarantee
“We unconditionally guarantee every item.
We stake our reputation on the quality of our
products. If you’re unhappy with any item for
any reason, return it to us for a full refund or
exchange. Your satisfaction is our number
one priority!”

Bo Kaplan, President

Customer Information

Introduction

Lakeshore determines product development needs based on:
• Research related to the latest trends in early childhood education
• Feedback from focus groups consisting of educators from across the United States
• Structured and unstructured classroom observation
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Current pricing in effect until January 2010. If ordering after this date,
please contact our Sales & Marketing division at (800) 421-5354.

Local Representative in Indiana
Lakeshore representative Jeff Stickler is waiting to assist you. If you have any questions or special needs, call him at
(800) 421-5354. He’ll be delighted to help you! Lakeshore also has two convenient retail locations in Illinois. You can
reach your local Lakeshore Learning Store in Chicago at (773) 233-9210, and you can reach the store in Palatine at
(847) 705-5052.

It’s Always in Stock
We work hard to keep every item in stock—with a 99% success rate!  If we ever do need to back-order an item, we
won’t bill you until your entire order has shipped.

We Deliver Fast!
Getting your order on its way is our number one goal—from the minute we receive it!  We guarantee your order
will be on its way to you within 2 business days from the time we receive it.

Tested, Inspected and Certified for Safety
The Lakeshore Quality Assurance Team tests and inspects every item and every component we carry…using more
rigorous standards than those required by law. If an item doesn’t pass our tests, we don’t carry it—period.

www.lakeshorelearning.com
Our website features simple online ordering for every item in the catalog…plus detailed information about our retail
stores, professional development resources, and more.
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Magnetic Write & Wipe Center • JJ987
Early Childhood 2009 p. 37    $229.00
Our versatile unit has 6 storage slots for big books, a
fold-open display stand—even a magnetic write &
wipe surface on front!  Birch unit has easy-rolling
casters & safe, locking hinges. 24"w x 161⁄4"d x 39"h
with bookstand upright. Simple assembly.

K.1 Reading: Word Recognition, Fluency, and Vocabulary Development
Concepts About Print

Student Pointers - Set of 8 • RR106
Early Childhood 2009 p. 209    $19.95
Our student pointers are ideal for reading big books,
highlighting words on charts and more!  12" pointers
are super-easy for small hands to hold…and have
safe rubber tips. Set of 8 wooden pointers.

Letter Recognition Instant Learning Center •
TT824
Early Childhood 2009 p. 178    $24.95
Kids build letter recognition as they match foam
letters to upper- & Iowercase alphabet mats. 104
letters, 4 drawstring bags, 4 mats, chart &
assessment card.

LakeshoreAlphabet Books • GG837
Early Childhood 2009 p. 166    $59.95
Our full-color books feature vibrant photos
and simple text that keep kids involved as
they build alphabet skills…and the letters are
highlighted within each book for super-easy
recognition!  The set includes 24 books (one for
each letter A-W, and one for letters X,Y and Z).
Each book is 8 pages long.

Alphabet Learning Stamps • TT446
Early Childhood 2009 p. 170    $29.95
Children build alphabet skills—as they stamp!  
Our fun-to-use set features 52 upper- & lower-
case letter stamps & 26 picture stamps—perfect 
for building letter recognition, reinforcing letter
sounds and more. Set includes 78 easy-grip
foam stamps; each is 1 1⁄4" x 1 3⁄4".

Word Wands • EE614
Early Childhood 2009 p.209 $24.95
You get 2 word frames & 2 letter frames with
tinted plastic windows to help kids focus…plus an
underliner that’s perfect for tracking words as you
read aloud. Set of 5; 22"-24".

Classroom Favorites Big Books - Set 3 •
BK330X
Early Childhood 2009 p. 150    $115.00
These kid-favorite titles are filled with charming
stories and illustrations everyone is sure to
enjoy! Children use their senses to make exciting
discoveries, race through a village with a speedy
gingerbread boy and more. Set of 5 big books
shown; 13" to 17 1⁄4" tall.

Magnetic Letters - Uppercase • LC5421
Early Childhood 2009 p. 206 $5.95
Magnetic Letters - Lowercase • LC5402
Early Childhood 2009 p. 206 $5.95
Our chunky plastic letters stick to any magnetic
surface! Each letter set has 35 consonants and 13
vowels. Uppercase letters are 13⁄8".
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Uppercase-Lowercase Alphabet 
Match-Ups • JJ608
Early Childhood 2009 p. 164    $9.99
Our skill-building match-ups each feature 2 self-
correcting pieces. Children just fit them together
to match letters to pictures or uppercase let-
ters to lowercase letters…and get hands-on
practice with letter recognition and letter-sound
association in a fun and involving format!  26 two-
piece puzzles. Chipboard puzzles are 3" x 6".

Lakeshore Learning Materials
2695 E. Dominguez Street
Carson, CA  90895 www.lakeshorelearning.com
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K.1 Reading: Word Recognition, Fluency, and Vocabulary Development  (cont.)
Phonemic Awareness

Phonemic Awareness Wrap-Around Early
Language Game • LL368
Early Childhood 2009 p. 153    $14.95
Just pass out our cards, and invite a student to
ask the question shown. The student holding the
correct answer calls it out…and play continues
until the game wraps around the room! 3 games;
total of 72 cards.

Rhyme,Rhythm & Song Library • TS160X
Early Childhood 2009 p. 140 $95.00
6 hardcover books feature delightful rhythmic
language & familiar repetition that make it easy
to follow along.

Read-Along Listening Center • GG820
Early Childhood 2009 p. 203    $179.00
Our sturdy hardwood center comes with 8 sets
of adjustable headphones that fit onto the center,
plus an 8-station junction box with individual
volume controls. Measures 193⁄4"w x 141⁄2"d x
81⁄2"h. Read-along packs sold sep.

Listen & Learn Phonemic Awareness
Activity Program
Early Childhood 2009 p. 160    
Our ready-to-use program has enough materials for
up to 8 children to work at once, including 128
write & wipe activity cards with16 different activities.
You even get 8 write & wipe markers, 125 plastic
chips and a guide—all in a tabbed storage box.
AA177 • Cassette Version $129.00
JJ327 • CD Version (Not shown.) $129.00

Phonemic Awareness Read-Alongs
Early Childhood 2009 p. 202
These silly stories feature lively language that
makes building phonemic awareness a breeze!  
4 kits each have 4 copies of a paperback book
filled with rhyme, repetition and lots of new
words…plus a CD or cassette that narrates the
story. Books are 19-32 pages.
RA565X • Cassette Read-Alongs $139.00
RE280X • CD Read-Alongs $149.00

Connect-A-Sound Matching Boards -
Complete Set • LL120X
Early Childhood 2009    p. 161 $59.95
Our skill-building pegboards each come with 12
activity cards, plus 10 elastic loops that kids will
love to stretch—to connect matching sounds!
Set of 3 plastic boards; each is 9" x 12".
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Phonemic Awareness Listening Lottos -
Complete Set • GG300X  
Early Childhood 2009 p. 162 $79.95
Students sharpen listening skills and explore phonemic
awareness concepts—from rhyming patterns to phoneme
blending! Pop in a CD or cassette, and kids complete 4
different activities…and even check their own work! 3 sets
have materials for 4, including 2 cassettes & CDs, plus 
16 lotto cards.
Each game is also available separately.
GG303 • Rhyming Sounds Listening Lotto $29.95
GG304 • Beginning Sounds Listening Lotto $29.95
GG305 • Ending Sounds Listening Lotto $29.95

Lakeshore Learning Materials
2695 E. Dominguez Street
Carson, CA  90895 www.lakeshorelearning.com
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K.1 Reading: Word Recognition, Fluency, and Vocabulary Development  (cont.)
Phonemic Awareness  (cont.)

Then, kids fill in the blank spaces with our picture cards—creating a series of rhyming
sounds, matching words with the same initial sound & more!  Each color-coded kit
focuses on a different skill and includes a 12" x 17" nylon pocket chart, 15-20
starter strips & 45-60 illustrated answer cards.
RR501 • Rhyming Words $19.95 RR503 •Vowel Sounds $19.95
RR502 • Beginning Sounds $19.95 RR528 • Ending Sounds $19.95

Phonemic Awareness Activity Kits - Complete Set • RR520X
Early Childhood 2009 p.160 $69.95
Our kits use easy-to-recognize pictures to introduce phonemic awareness
concepts, so children build language skills even if they’re not yet reading
or writing!  For each activity, just slip a starter strip into the included
chart; each strip shows a kid-friendly picture, followed by 3 blank spaces.

Ending Sounds Game • DD898
Early Childhood 2009    p. 189 $19.95
As children play our Ending Sounds Matching
Game, they make connections between letters
and their sounds—and build the skills they need
to start reading!  Includes a 15 1⁄2" x 19 1⁄4" chart,
60 playing cards and a guide.

Activity Stand • GG765
Early Childhood 2009 p. 189    $19.95
This double-sided wooden stand lets you display
2 charts at once!  Measures 16 1⁄4" x 7" x 22 1⁄4";
includes 4 metal rings. Easy assembly.

Beginning Sounds Game • DD899
Early Childhood 2009    p. 189 $19.95
Now children can practice beginning sounds—
with a fun-filled matching game that helps them
build the skills they need to start reading!  Includes
a 151⁄2" x 191⁄4" chart, 60 playing cards and a guide.

Decoding and Word Recognition
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String-A-Word Activity Centers -
Complete Set • LL700X
Early Childhood 2009    p. 186 $79.95
Children build simple words with our ready-
to-use centers…and explore phonics concepts
hands on!  Each center focuses on a different
concept—with enough illustrated word cards
and matching letter beads to build 32 different
words…plus 4 plastic activity trays with
attached strings for lacing. Students just place
a card on the tray to string each word
together letter by letter…or flip the cards
over—and build each word by filling in the
missing sound!  All 3 centers, each with 48
lowercase letter beads and 32 word cards.
Trays are 71⁄4".
LL703 • Beginning Sounds $29.95
LL702 • Middle Sounds $29.95
LL701 • Ending Sounds $29.95

Lakeshore Learning Materials
2695 E. Dominguez Street
Carson, CA  90895 www.lakeshorelearning.com
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K.1 Reading: Word Recognition, Fluency, and Vocabulary Development  (cont.)
Decoding and Word Recognition  (cont.)

Creating Sight-Word 
Sentences Center • EE567
Early Childhood 2009 p. 183    $39.95
Kids just slide a sentence strip into an activity tray,
then use color-coded picture-word cards to com-
plete each sentence. As they do, they build sen-
tences that focus on just 3-5 sight-words at a time—
and use sight-words in context!  32 sentence strips,
120 picture-word cards & 4 wooden 16" trays.

Word Family Flip Books • RR598
Early Childhood 2009    p. 185    $59.95
As kids turn the pages of our ingenious flip
books, they match letters, blends & digraphs
with a specific ending sound—and build up to
300 words!  30 ten-page flip books each focus
on a different word ending, and the entire set
comes in a tabbed storage box for easy
organization. Books are 2 3⁄4" x 6 1⁄4".

Simple Sentence Match-Ups - 
Complete Set • DD605X
Early Childhood 2009    p. 192    $27.00
Each 2-piece puzzle has a simple sentence that
explores colors, numbers or everyday words…
with the subject on one half and predicate on 
the other, plus illustrations that make it easy to
find the right match. 3 sets (total of 60 puzzles);
puzzles are 3" x 9".

Find the Sound 
Listening Center • LL309
Early Childhood 2009    p. 187    $29.95
Just pop in a CD…and kids follow along on illus-
trated activity cards—isolating letter sounds and
sounding out simple words!  Includes enough ma-
terials for 4 children to work at once—with an
instruction card, 20 activity cards (4 of each
activity), assessment, 20 plastic chips & 2 CDs.

3-Letter Word Building Puzzles • JJ466
Early Childhood 2009    p. 191    $14.95
Simple, 3-piece puzzles introduce students to
basic word building skills…with essential CVC
words like cat, bus, jet and more.

Fill-In-The-Blank Phonics Stamps - 
Set 1 • GG299
Early Childhood 2009    p. 189    $29.95
Our skill-building foam stamps each have a
picture & corresponding word with the begin-
ning, middle or ending letter missing. Kids
stamp out each image…then fill in the missing
letters. 70 stamps, all with pictures on the
handles for easy identification. 1 1⁄4" x 1 3⁄4".
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Lakeshore Sight-Word Readers
Early Childhood 2009 p. 180
What better way to focus on sight-words than with skill-building
stories kids can read on their own!  Our easy-to-follow books are
filled with predictable sentence patterns that reinforce common
sight-words…with helpful illustrations that closely support the text.
Best of all, each book is entirely made up of just sight-words and
simple rebus pictures, giving kids all the focused reinforcement they
need to master high frequency words. Books are 8 pages long.

TT235 • Lakeshore Sight-Word Readers - Level 1 $49.95
Children master 32 of the most common sight-words!  20 readers
focus on just 5 to 7 sight-words per book. Includes a teacher’s guide.
TT536 • Lakeshore Sight-Word Readers - Level 2 $49.95
Higher-level readers review the 32 sight-words in Level 1…and
introduce 32 additional sight-words!  Set of 20 readers, with a guide.
GG421 • Book Display Stand $24.95
Sturdy metal rack neatly stores & displays 20 of our sight-word
readers. 25 1⁄2" wide.

Which letter in
“net” makes the

/t/ sound?

Lakeshore Learning Materials
2695 E. Dominguez Street
Carson, CA  90895 www.lakeshorelearning.com
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Magnetic Vocabulary Classification Center •
EE337
Early Childhood 2009 p.173 $59.95
Kids develop vocabulary and classification skills…
as they sort familiar images on our center! You
get 144 color-coded picture magnets and 24
category headings. Freestanding; 14 1⁄4" x 22".

Sort & Match Vocabulary Center • DD176
Early Childhood 2009    p. 172 $16.95
8 double-sided mats explore popular classroom
themes at 2 skill levels…and come with 72
color-coded tiles that have a picture on one side
and a word on the other. Mats are 8 1⁄2" x 9".

K.1 Reading: Word Recognition, Fluency, and Vocabulary Development  (cont.)
Vocabulary and Concept Development

Help-Yourself Vocabulary Trays • DD587
Early Childhood 2009    p. 152 $34.95
Set of 4 different activity trays reinforce concepts
like before & after, opposites, word classification
and more.

Paperback Classics Library • RA210
Early Childhood 2009    p. 148 $99.00
Classroom-favorite storybooks…in economical
paperback editions! 15 classic books like Curious
George and Quick as a Cricket are sure to be read,
reread and loved for years.

Friends & Family Read-Alongs    
Early Childhood 2009    p. 201
Humorous, heartwarming tales introduce themes
of friendship and family—and build reading fluency!
4 kits each include 4 copies of a paperback
book…plus a read-along cassette or CD. 32-48 pp.
RA465X • Cassette Read-Alongs $149.00
RE755X • CD Read-Alongs $159.00

Building Language Photo Magnets -
Complete Set • LL140X
Early Childhood 2009    p. 175    $129.00
From food & animals to home & community,
our photo magnets reinforce key vocabulary
words in essential early childhood themes!  Each
set has 54 magnets with full-color photos that
give kids a reference for new vocabulary, plus
the matching words printed on bottom. 2 1⁄2"
foam magnets are even color-coded by theme,
so it’s easy to group & explore related words!

Vocabulary Wrap-Around Early
Language Game • LL367
Early Childhood 2009    p. 153 $14.95
Just pass out our cards, and invite a student to ask
the question shown. The student holding the correct
answer calls it out…and play continues until the game
wraps around the room! 3 games; total of 72 cards.
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Early Literacy Match-Ups - Complete Set •
JJ210X
Early Childhood 2009    p. 173 $36.00
As kids put together our puzzles, they get practice
with matching, sequencing, classification & more!
Each set focuses on a different skill…and includes
20 two-piece puzzles. Each 3 1⁄4" x 8" chipboard
puzzle is self-correcting. 4 sets (total of 80 puzzles).

Lakeshore Learning Materials
2695 E. Dominguez Street
Carson, CA  90895 www.lakeshorelearning.com
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K.2 Reading: Comprehension and Analysis of Nonfiction and Informational Text
Analysis of Grade Level-Appropriate Nonfiction and Informational Text

Science Stories Paperback Library • RA716
Early Childhood 2009    p. 149 $85.00
12 illustrated books feature easy-to-read 
sentences—making it a cinch for children to
learn about the five senses, life cycles, the
environment, and more.

American Heritage 
Picture Dictionary • HM268
Early Childhood 2009 p. 209    $14.95
(Reading Level: Pre K-Gr. 1)    Full-color picture
definitions introduce 900 words…and colorful
scenes—like a zoo and a classroom—show words
in context. The hardcover dictionary is 138 pages.

American Heritage First Dictionary • HM983
Early Childhood 2009 p. 209    $16.95
(Reading Level: K-Gr. 2)    This accessible dic-
tionary has over 2,000 clear and simple
definitions…plus helpful illustrations, sample
sentences & more. Hardcover ; 405 pp.

American Heritage 
Children’s Dictionary • HM231
Early Childhood 2009 p. 209    $17.95
(Reading Level: Gr. 3-6)    Over 34,000
definitions, color photos and a super-simple
format!  The hardcover dictionary comes
complete with thesaurus. 856 pages long.

Alphabet Theme Book Library • RE992
Early Childhood 2009 p. 158    $32.50
Our library features 5 kid-pleasing paperback
books—all specially selected to strengthen stu-
dents’ understanding of alphabet concepts, letter
recognition and more.

Growing Things 
Theme Book Library • RE982
Early Childhood 2009    p. 157    $34.50
Our terrific library has 5 super-engaging books
designed to strengthen students understanding
of growing things. Comes in a convenient vinyl
storage pouch.

Environmental Awareness 
Paperback Library • RA294
Early Childhood 2009    p. 149    $79.00
These inspiring books get children excited about
our environment…and boost awareness of
endangered species, energy conservation, recycling
and more!  The books feature fascinating facts and
memorable images—all designed to show the
importance of protecting the earth and its
resources. Library includes 12 paperback books.

Nonfiction Paperback Library • RA312
Early Childhood 2009    p. 148    $85.00
This engaging collection boosts nonfiction
comprehension skills…as children explore
everything from friendship & cultural traditions to
life inside a cactus!  The books feature short, easy-
to-understand sentences & helpful illustrations
that directly correspond to the text—making
nonfiction concepts a breeze for children to
grasp. Library includes 12 paperback books.

Math Stories Paperback Library • RE386
Early Childhood 2009 p. 149    $79.00
Full of rhyme, repetition & lots of colorful
illustrations, these stories help children
explore early math concepts. Each charming
tale focuses on a different skill—like number
recognition or counting. Set includes 12
paperback books.
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Story Wands • JJ728
Early Childhood 2009    p. 144 $22.95
These safe, wipe-clean vinyl wands feature sim-
ple questions that explore plot, character, setting
and more. Set of 8 wands; each is 10”.

K.3 Reading: Comprehension and Analysis of Literary Text
Analysis of Grade Level-Appropriate Literary Text

Storytelling Puppets - Set 2 • RR360X
Early Childhood 2009 p. 145    $29.95
Children can enjoy 5 delightful stories with our
second set of puppets—perfect for use with our
Storytelling Glove or Lapboard! All 5 sets shown
above.

Big Book Theme Packets - 
Complete Set • LC1470X 
Early Childhood 2009 p. 151 $379.00
These outstanding theme packets each contain
a big book version of a favorite children’s story—
plus props & materials that encourage discussion
and help you act out the stories. 8 packets; each
in a hanging bag. Rack sold separately.

Tabletop Storytelling Board • LA991
Early Childhood 2009 p. 142    $49.95
Just the right size for tabletop use, with handy
storage pockets right on front!  Sturdy wooden
board folds for storage; 24"w x 19"h.

Lakeshore Storytelling Kits - Set 1 • RR640X
Early Childhood 2009 p. 143    $159.00
These delightful kits are packed with all the cloth
characters & props you need to bring 6 favorite
children’s stories to life!  Each kit comes with a 
teacher’s guide and all the pieces needed to tell the
story. All 6 kits. Hardcover books sold sep.

Title Storytelling Kit Hardcover Book

The Very Hungry
Caterpillar

LA328 $29.95 BK3210 $21.99

It Looked Like Spilt Milk LA327 $26.95 BK1832 $16.99
Quick as a Cricket RR554 $29.95 BK3309 $14.99
Silly Sally RR949 $26.95 BK802 $16.99
The Napping House LA329 $22.95 BK329 $16.99
Brown Bear, Brown Bear,
What Do You See?

LA332 $29.95 BK8103 $17.95

Fairy Tales & Folk Tales 
Theme Book Library • RE984
Early Childhood 2009    p. 157    $29.50
Our terrific library has 5 super-engaging books
designed especially for kindergartners. Comes
in a convenient vinyl storage pouch.
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Let’s Talk! Storytelling Puppets • GG165X
Early Childhood 2009    p. 144 $109.00
Our puppets have working mouths & movable
hands! 3 sets each include 4 machine-washable pup-
pets based on a classic story. 10"-12". Books not incl.

Lakeshore Learning Materials
2695 E. Dominguez Street
Carson, CA  90895 www.lakeshorelearning.com
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K.4 Writing: Processes and Features
Organization and Focus

My First Draw & Write Journal • AA786
Early Childhood 2009 p. 193 $3.49
Kid-friendly pages have room on top for drawing
and writing lines below. 8" x 101⁄2"; 60 pages.

Draw & Write Journal • RR631
Early Childhood 2009    p. 193 $3.49
Ideal for slightly older children—with more lined
writing space, plus room for drawing!  With a
writing guide and high frequency word list.
8" x 101⁄2"; 60 pp.

My First Writing Prompts Journal • JJ537
Early Childhood 2009 p. 193 $3.29
Simple prompts & word banks on every page make
it easy for beginners to start writing!  Each page
has a different prompt, plus room to write & draw.

Adjustable Chart Stand • ID9890
Early Childhood 2009 p. 208 $59.95
This durable stand has a steel frame with a
chrome finish and rubber, no-mar feet. Stand 
adjusts from 56" to 66" high; 29 1⁄2" wide.
BJ7461 • 1" Ruled Chart Tablet $10.95
Contains 25 sheets of paper ; each is 24" x 32".
(Shown.)
BJ7471 • 11⁄2" Ruled Chart Tablet $10.95   
25 sheets, each 24" x 32".
TA3385 • Unruled Chart Tablet $17.95
50 sheets, each 27" x 34".
BJ7481 • D’Nealian Ruled 
Chart Tablet    $13.95
25 sheets feature red baselines & a 2" rule;
24" x 32".

All About Animals Photo Library • AA191
Early Childhood 2009 p. 236    $39.95
Our full-color photo cards feature an animal
name printed on front…with interesting facts
on back that help students get to know each
animal. We’ve even included sorting cards, so
children can group the animals by category!
Over 200 cards in all; 4 1⁄2" x 5 3⁄4".

Science Photo Library • AA636
Early Childhood 2009    p. 238 $49.95
The 41⁄2" x 53⁄4" cards have a full-color photo on
front and the name of each object on back…and
they come complete with activities to extend
learning. The library includes over 300 cards in all.

Research Process and Technology

Building Language Photo Library • AA248
Early Childhood 2009    p. 172 $49.95
270 cards have photos on front & the name of
each object on back—prompting discussion and
building vocabulary!  4 1⁄2" x 5 3⁄4".
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Classroom Writing Center • JJ634
Early Childhood 2009    p. 192    $69.95
Children print uppercase letters with alphabet
stencils…stamp & trace simple words with follow-
the-dots picture-word stamps…or use over 80
reference cards to copy number, color and
essential sight-words!  Freestanding, 19" x 39 1⁄2"
nylon center even includes a full alphabet card for
easy reference. Pencils & paper not included.

Lakeshore Learning Materials
2695 E. Dominguez Street
Carson, CA  90895 www.lakeshorelearning.com
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Vocabulary Development Photo Card Libraries - Complete Set •
DD520X     Early Childhood 2009 p. 196    $99.00
Help children build their English vocabulary one word at a time—
with ready-to-use cards that make it easy to integrate students’ native
languages!  Each library includes 50 full-color cards with a photo on

front…and the word on back in both English & 13 other lan-
guages—from Spanish to Vietnamese. Plus, the cards include
simple phonetic pronunciations for each language, so anyone 
can use them!  6 libraries; cards are 4 1⁄2" x 5 3⁄4".

K.4 Writing: Processes and Features  (cont.)
Research Process and Technology  (cont.)

Letter Writing Supply Kit • EE419
Early Childhood 2009    p. 5 $19.95
Our kit integrates writing practice with dramatic
play! You get two 40-page tablets with pre-printed
baselines & room for illustrations, plus 80 envelopes,
30 postcards & over 180 self-adhesive stamps.

Create-A-Story Paper Center • LA398
Early Childhood 2009    p. 115 $32.95
Write & illustrate short stories…or extra-long
tales!  Wood center has newsprint paper with
blank drawing space and lined printing space, so
kids can draw and write on the same sheet!
133⁄4"w x 61⁄2"d x 51⁄4"h. With a 500-foot paper roll.
LA902 • Extra Roll 500 ft. x 12". $14.95

Dramatic Play Writing Boxes - 
Complete Set • GG630X
Early Childhood 2009 p. 5    $89.95
Add a skill-building element to dramatic play—
with boxes that encourage children to star t
reading and writing! Each box contains 4 giant
write & wipe cards that focus on a popular
theme, plus 4 handy word rings. Set of 6 boxes.

Lakeshore Writing Center • JJ639
Early Childhood 2009    p. 38 $429.00 
Our center has plenty of tabletop space for 4 kids to
work on writing projects—or 2 kids to work on
computers. Easy-clean, height-adjustable tabletop
adjusts from 21"-24" high. Overall unit is 501⁄4"w x
30"d; adjusts from 48"-56" high. Assembly req.

K.5  Writing: Applications
Different Types of Writing and Their Characteristics

Classroom Post Office • EE427
Early Childhood 2009    p. 5  $59.95
Our Classroom Post Office has 16 slots for stu-
dent mail—each with a reusable label. Plus, shelves
underneath let you keep tons of letter supplies
within easy reach! Wooden post office measures
9" x 16" x 19". Supplies not included.
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Blank Hardcover Book • AA773
Early Childhood 2009    p. 193    $3.29
Ideal for artwork, journals, story writing and
more!  Our 9 3⁄4" blank book features a hardcover
binding to keep children’s creations safe, plus
art-quality paper that’s perfect for use with
crayons, markers and paints. Book is 20 pages.

Lakeshore Learning Materials
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Printing Letters 
Instant Learning Center • TT826
Early Childhood 2009 p. 178    $24.95
Printing practice is a breeze when kids trace
upper- & lowercase letters in our alphabet flip
books!  4 write & wipe books, 4 markers, chart
and assessment card.

K.6 Writing: English Language Conventions
Handwriting

Learn to Print Write & Wipe Board • LA376
Early Childhood 2009 p. 206 $4.95
Tempered masonite board has permanent
baselines to practice printing again & again.
Board measures 9" x 12".
LA377 • Learn to Print Write & Wipe Board -
Set of 10 $48.50

Write & Wipe Alphabet Practice Cards • JJ539
Early Childhood 2009 p. 171    $19.95
Each write & wipe card has a familiar image that
begins with a different letter, plus ruled baselines and
dotted starter lines…even a word at the bottom
to reinforce letter sounds!  Set of 26; 9" x 12".

Magic Board Printing 
Practice Cards • AA719
Early Childhood 2009 p. 171 $19.95
Just slip our ingenious practice cards onto our
Magic Board (sold below), and children trace
the pre-printed letters…then use the baselines
to practice printing on their own. There’s even
a simple word on each card to help reinforce
letter sounds!  You get a set of 30 cards: one
for each letter and four with the entire alpha-
bet. Each card measures 5 1⁄8" x 8".
TR717 • Lakeshore Magic Board
Plastic practice board is 81⁄4" x 111⁄4". $8.95    
TR717X • Lakeshore Magic Board - 
Set of 10 $79.95

Giant Follow-The-Dots Letter Stamps
Early Childhood 2009 p. 171
Our hardwood alphabet stamps create big, easy-
to-trace impressions, helping children practice
forming each letter…and providing the experience
kids need to start printing on their own. Each
stamp has starting dots to encourage proper letter
formation, plus red baselines sized for 11⁄8" lined
school paper. Choose from manuscript stamps or
transitional stamps that ease the transition to cur-
sive writing. Largest stamp measures 13⁄4".
LA923X • Manuscript Stamps
52 stamps (26 uppercase & 26 lowercase).

$49.95
LA596X • Transitional Stamps
52 stamps (26 uppercase & 26 lowercase).

$49.95
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Writing Sight-Words 
Learning Center • TT314
Early Childhood 2009 p. 180    $24.95
Tracing & printing activities help children learn to
write all 32 sight-words. 32 write & wipe mats & 4
markers.

K.6 Writing: English Language Conventions  (cont.)
Spelling

Magnetic Tub O’ Letters • RR793
Early Childhood 2009 p. 206    $29.95
Our handy tub is overflowing with 192
uppercase and lowercase letter tiles—all with
magnetic backing for convenient classroom
use!  Tiles are 1 1⁄8".

My Picture-Word Journal • AA181
Early Childhood 2009 p. 193 $3.29
Journal features lots of room for writing and
illustrating words…plus reference information
that’s perfect for beginners. Measures 8" x 10 1⁄2";
50 pp.
AA182 • My Picture-Word Journal - 
Set of 10 $29.95

Twist & Turn Word Builders
Early Childhood 2009    p. 190     
Kids turn the beads on these builders to sound
out words letter by letter—from CVC to 4-letter
words that include blends, digraphs & more. Each
set has 10 different word builders. 5"-6" long.
DD316 • 3-Letter Word Builders - 
Set of 10  $19.95
DD314 • 4-Letter Word Builders - 
Set of 10  $24.95

Build-A-Word! Magnet Boards
Early Childhood 2009    p. 190     
Our magnet boards come with everything children
need to build 36 different words, including letter
magnets and familiar picture magnets. Kids just
stick a picture onto a board, then build its corre-
sponding word. Boards are 8" x 101⁄2"; 36 picture
magnets, 36 letter magnets, and a guide.
FF429 • 3-Letter Words Magnet Board $29.95
FF428 • 4-Letter Words Magnet Board $29.95

I Can Build Simple Words! • TT194
Early Childhood 2009 p. 187    $29.95
Our center is packed with tons of activity cards
and easy-grip foam letters that let children build
CVC words at 2 levels—from matching letter to
letter to filling in missing letters on their own!
You get 150 letters and 50 double-sided activity
cards—all in a sturdy, 10 1⁄2" cardboard center.
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Sight-Word Puzzles - 
Complete Set • JJ130X
Early Childhood 2009    p. 181    $49.95
Children master 60 high frequency words…as
they put together fun-filled puzzles!  Children
just match the color-coded letter pieces to each
sight-word. All 3 sets (total of 60 self-correcting
puzzles); puzzles are 5" high.

Build & Write Word Center • TT266 
Early Childhood 2009    p. 191 $34.95   
Our center features 40 write & wipe cards that let
children build words 3 fun ways: Children match
foam letters to shapes on the cards, trace dotted
lines to practice writing each word, then print the
word on their own in the writing lines below!

Flip-To-Spell 3-Letter Words • DD757
Early Childhood 2009    p. 190 $16.95
Self-checking flip books each have 10 different
pictures…plus corresponding letter flips to build
each word. Set of 4 different flip books in a
storage box; flip books are 4 1⁄4" x 9".
DD758 • Flip-To-Spell 
4-Letter Words $19.95

DD314DD316
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Question of the Day Chart Kit • TT928
Early Childhood 2009    p. 172 $49.95
With 100 questions, our kit gets the whole class
talking!  Just slide a question card into the top, then
kids graph responses by sticking name cards to the
chart. 18" x 35 1⁄2" chart; over 180 cards.

Vocabulary Skill-Builder Photo Cards - Complete Set • JJ680
Early Childhood 2009    p. 175 $59.95
It’s easy to build a great vocabulary with our inviting photo cards! Designed to promote
language development and encourage logical thinking, our skill-building cards feature enticing,
full-color images that kids will love to talk about. Each set includes 50 cards that target a
specific skill—all with answers right on back. 5 sets (total of 250 cards), plus a handy storage
rack. Cards are 5" x 6".

K.7  Listening and Speaking: Skills, Strategies, and Applications
Comprehension, Oral Communication, Speaking Applications

Let’s Talk About Social Studies! 
Discussion Cards • LL561
Early Childhood 2009    p. 244 $39.95
Our photo cards ask kids to identify healthy foods, traffic
signs & more. 60 cards in 4 categories; 81⁄2" x 11".

All About Today Activity Center • DD986
Early Childhood 2009    p. 176 $49.95
Our pocket chart features over 135 word and
number cards that let the whole class keep track
of the days of the week, dates, months, years and
more. Sturdy nylon chart is 271⁄4" x 311⁄2"; comes
with a total of over 165 cards and a guide.
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Listening & Following Directions Activity Packs - Complete Set • AA680X
Early Childhood 2009    p. 173 $119.00    Kids build listening and concentration skills as
they follow along with step-by-step activities! 5 packs each include both a CD & cassette that lead
kids through 16 reproducible activities.

Active Play Game Box • DD609
Early Childhood 2009    p. 101    $34.95
Activity-packed box includes everything you need to
play 6 favorite games—including helpful activity cards
with simple instructions!  Sturdy plastic box is 14 3⁄4".

Let’s Talk! Language Boxes - 
Complete Set • LL775X
Early Childhood 2009    p. 155    $39.95
Our language boxes are packed with exciting
prompts that really get kids talking…and build-
ing essential communication skills!  Each 6" box
contains 50 open-ended prompts highlighting
fun topics kids will love to talk about—from
favorite animals & books to bir thdays & holidays.
You get all 3 boxes; total of 150 prompts.
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Lakeshore Counting Boxes - 
Complete Set • RR945
Early Childhood 2009    p. 218 $179.00
Our activity-filled boxes each have 10 picture
mats labeled with numbers 1 through 10, plus
manipulatives that belong in each picture. Ten
boxes—each with 10 mats, over 55 manipula-
tives and a guide—all in a 20" metal rack.
Boxes also sold separately.
RR937 • Apple Tree $19.95
RR915 • Picnic $19.95
RR916 • Treasure Chest $19.95
RR928 • Ladybugs    $19.95
RR939 • Airplanes    $19.95
RR917 • Fish Tank    $19.95
RR938 • Candy Jar    $19.95
RR935 • Spider Web    $19.95
RR971 • Frogs $19.95
RR927 • Flowers    $19.95
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Mathematics
K.1  Number Sense

Early Math Match-Ups - Counting • TT427
Early Childhood 2009 p. 214    $9.99
Our set has 20 two-piece puzzles with a numeral
on one side and a corresponding set of objects
on the other. Plus, each 3" x 9" puzzle is self-cor-
recting for instant reinforcement! 

Clipboard Math • TT468         Early Childhood 2009    p. 228 $24.95
Now kids can practice counting, addition, graphing, and number comparison with a hands-on 
activity that gets everyone involved!  Kids ask questions like “Do you have any pets?” and “What
kind of pizza do you like best?”…then tally up the answers! 32 write & wipe survey cards;
8 1⁄2" x 11". Clipboards sold below.
TT469 •  Kids’ Clipboard  Plastic; 9 1⁄2" x 121⁄2". $3.95
TT469X • Kids’ Clipboard - Set of 10 $37.95

Compare the Numbers 
Racing Games • LL230X
Early Childhood 2009    p. 221    $39.95
In these easy to play games, children compare
numbers as they count out cute bugs, spin the
spinner for the highest number and add up each
roll of the dice…developing counting skills,
addition skills and number sense as they play.
Each game includes enough materials for 2-4
players. 3 games; game boards are 11" x 17".

Number Activity Mats • GG728  
Early Childhood 2009    p. 96    $39.95
Kids step, hop & skip their way through the
numbers with our mats! Each 9" mat is printed
with a number 1 through 20, plus a picture.
Plus, the mats come with six activity cards! 20
vinyl mats, each with a no-slip surface.

Math Instant Learning Center - Counting •
TT955 
Early Childhood 2009    p. 213 $24.95
Cute ant counters & picnic-themed activity mats
reinforce counting and number recognition from
1 to 10!  With 4 mats, 250 counters, chart and
assessment card.

Counting Mystery Box • DD308
Early Childhood 2009    p. 216 $14.95
Our 5" Patterning Mystery Box is filled with all
the manipulatives kids need to complete the 10
illustrated activity cards…and build essential
counting skills—hands on! 13 objects included.
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Math Stories Paperback Library • RE386
Early Childhood 2009 p. 149    $79.00
Full of rhyme, repetition & lots of colorful illustrations, these stories
help children explore early math concepts. Each charming tale
focuses on a different skill—like number recognition or counting.
Set includes 12 paperback books.

Count and Link • DD764
Early Childhood 2009    p. 219 $24.95
You get 20 double-sided elephants labeled with numbers 1-20…plus 250
plastic links in 4 bright colors…so kids can practice counting & learn to
visualize quantities!  Elephants measure 4" x 4".

Mathematics  (cont.)
K.1  Number Sense  (cont.)

K.2  Computation

Spin & Solve Subtraction Center • JJ199
Early Childhood 2009 p. 223    $29.95
Children spin to create subtraction equations—
and use the cute fish counters to solve them on
their own! With 12 fish counters & 11 numerals.

Building Numbers Activity Kit • LL973
Early Childhood 2009    p. 223 $19.95
Kids use our linking cubes to show all possible
ways to build the numbers 1-10!  Kit features ten
8" x 10" write & wipe mats with blank equations,
80 plastic cubes & 4 write & wipe pens.

Simple Story Problems Box - Addition •
TT352
Early Childhood 2009    p. 223 $29.95
Our ready-to-use box has 4 themed activity mats
and tons of hands-on manipulatives that let up to
4 students work at once…plus 20 simple prob-
lem cards that gradually increase in difficulty. Box
folds flat for storage.

Magnetic Numbers & Counters • TT803
Early Childhood 2009 p. 220 $24.95
Great for independent use!  Our big set of 130
thick, easy-grip foam magnets includes numbers,
counters and operation signs—all in a handy
storage tub. Each magnet measures 11⁄2" to 2".
RR621 • Magnetic Write & Wipe Lapboard -
9" x 12" $6.95

I Can Add & Subtract Math Mats • RR516
Early Childhood 2009 p. 222    $24.95
Our hands-on set features 20 mats with addition
problems on one side & subtraction problems on
the other…plus over 150 durable foam manipula-
tives that make concepts easy to visualize. Mats
measure 5" x 12".

Spin & Solve Addition Center • JJ198
Early Childhood 2009 p. 223    $29.95
Children spin the built-in number dials & place the
matching number of animals into each barn. Then,
kids add the animals together…and place the answer
into the well to solve the equation!  14" x 20"; with
14 animal counters & 11 plastic numerals.
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Add-A-Frog Math Kit • LL208
Early Childhood 2009    p. 216 $39.95
Kids build counting & addition skills…with fun
frog manipulatives that make math problems easy
to see—and easy to solve! You get four 5 1⁄2" x 7"
trays, 40 frogs & 40 problem cards.

Mathematics  (cont.)
K.2  Computation  (cont.)

Lakeshore Hands-On Math Trays - 
Complete Set • DD740X
Early Childhood 2009    p. 211 $34.95
Four skill-building trays have handy, molded
compartments that are perfect for math counters
(sold separately). Each tray measures a big
10 3⁄4" x 14 1⁄4".

Button Sorting Center • JJ779
Early Childhood 2009 p. 216 $34.95
Our center has 120 plastic buttons and 15 different
activity mats that give kids lots of room to sort. Kids
sort by size, shape, color and number of holes. Mats
are 10" x 13".

Magnetic Patterning Kit • JJ586
Early Childhood 2009    p. 228 $29.95
Our hands-on kit features 12 magnetic, 3" x 15"
pattern strips, plus 48 dense foam magnetic pieces
that make it easy to copy & extend each pattern.
PH345 • Magnetic Write & Wipe Board -
18" x 24" $39.95

Comparing Sizes Concept Kit • GG732
Early Childhood 2009    p. 172 $29.95
Kit has 10 activity mats and 30 cute miniatures
that provide hands-on practice with comparing
sizes. Comes in a 10 1⁄4" box.

Shapes & Sizes Activity Pack • AA682
Early Childhood 2009    p. 173 $24.95
Our skill-building pack has both a CD and cas-
sette that lead kids through 16 step-by-step,
reproducible activities—helping them explore
shapes & sizes as they listen and follow
directions.

What Doesn’t Belong? Photo Cards • JJ684
Early Childhood 2009 p. 175 $12.95
50 enticing cards feature full-color images that
promote language development and encourage
logical thinking—all with answers right on back.
Cards are 5" x 6".

K.3  Algebra and Functions

Math Instant Learning Center - 
Simple Addition • TT958 
Early Childhood 2009 p. 213 $24.95
Kids count up ladybugs to create & solve simple
equations!  4 mats with spinners, over 60
ladybugs, 44 answer cards, chart & assessment
card.

Early Math Match-Ups - Addition • TT428
Early Childhood 2009 p. 214    $9.99
Our set has 20 two-piece puzzles with a numeral
on one side and a corresponding set of objects
on the other. Plus, each 3" x 9" puzzle is self-cor-
recting for instant reinforcement!
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Attribute Blocks • RA207
Early Childhood 2009 p. 226    $19.95
120 plastic blocks come in 5 shapes, 3 colors, 2
sizes and 2 thicknesses. Large square is 3".

Lakeshore Math Counters Library 1 •
LC1700X
Early Childhood 2009 p. 211 $139.00
Our counters make math concepts easy to grasp…
with over 700 kid-pleasing objects for students to
count, measure, compare & sort! Includes 6 plastic
jars, plus 6 activity guides. Each jar is 6 1⁄4" tall.

Mathematics  (cont.)
K.3  Algebra and Functions  (cont.)

Positional Words Activity Pack • AA684
Early Childhood 2009    p. 173 $24.95
Kids build listening and concentration skills as
they follow along with step-by-step activities!
Pack includes both a CD & cassette that lead
kids through 16 reproducible activities.

Positional Words Photo Lotto • DD334
Early Childhood 2009    p. 176 $9.99
Our easy-to-play lotto game gives kids a fun way
to boost their vocabulary. Includes materials for
up to 36 players; mats are 6 1⁄2" x 9".

Early Math Match-Ups - Shapes • TT425
Early Childhood 2009 p. 214    $9.99
Our set has 20 two-piece puzzles with a numeral
on one side and a corresponding set of objects
on the other. Plus, each 3" x 9" puzzle is self-cor-
recting for instant reinforcement! 

Math Instant Learning Center - Shapes •
TT951
Early Childhood 2009    p. 213 $24.95
With picture instructions and a hands-on activi-
ty, our center makes shape recognition a snap!
Perfect for up to 4 children, it includes 48 geo-
metric shapes, 4 drawstring bags, 4 mats, spinner,
chart & assessment card.

I Know My Shapes! Big Books Series •
GG941
Early Childhood 2009    p. 151 $59.00
Each of 6 big books focuses on a different shape—
with rhyming text and illustrations. Plus, each is set
to the tune of a favorite song, so kids can sing and
read along! Each book is 14" x 17".

K.4  Geometry

Shapes Theme Book Library • RE989
Early Childhood 2009 p. 158    $30.50
Our library features 5 kid-pleasing paperback
books—all specially selected to strengthen stu-
dents’ understanding of shapes.
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Math Instant Learning Center - Patterning •
TT953
Early Childhood 2009    p. 213    $24.95
Stars, hearts & more make patterning practice fun!
Includes enough material for 4 children to work at
once—with 24 pattern cards, 60 foam shapes, 4
drawstring bags, chart and assessment card.
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Geometric Shapes Tub • EE498
Early Childhood 2009    p. 226 $19.95
Students get a hands-on introduction to solid
forms with our tub of 3-D plastic shapes! 80
pieces include 10 each of 8 different shapes—
from cones and cubes to spheres and more.
Cylinder is 1".

Mathematics  (cont.)
K.4  Geometry  (cont.)

Best-Buy 6" Geoboards • DA362
Early Childhood 2009 p. 226    $16.95
6 double-sided, 6" geoboards come with more
than 100 rubber bands; sturdy plastic.
Best-Buy 9" Geoboards • DA363
Early Childhood 2009 p. 226    $22.95
Like our geoboards above, only in a big 9" size;
with more than 100 rubber bands.
Extra Rubber Bands - 1⁄4 Lb. • DA364
Early Childhood 2009 p. 226    $3.95
Over 375; in 2 colors.

K.5  Measurement

How Much Does It Weigh?
Measurement Center • LL407
Early Childhood 2009    p. 225 $29.95
Hands-on center lets kids compare & contrast
the weights of various objects. With 24 activity
cards, 40 manipulatives and a wooden stand.

How Long Is It?
Measurement Center • LL409
Early Childhood 2009    p. 225 $29.95
Kids measure tables, pencils, even their friends—
and get a concrete grasp of length & width!
With 24 activity cards, a wooden stand and 130
manipulatives.

Calendar Math Activity Program • GG791
Early Childhood 2009 p. 212    $99.00
Our comprehensive program makes it easy to pro-
vide daily math practice—from counting & pattern-
ing to place value & problem solving!  39" x 44"
nylon chart includes over 225 cards, an estimation
jar, counting sticks and more. With a guide.
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Shape Sorting Center • LL917
Early Childhood 2009    p. 227    $16.95
Center has 48 chipboard pieces depicting familiar
objects and 8 sorting mats. Kids match objects to
the corresponding shape, then flip the mats over
to check their work. Diamond mat is 12".
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All-Purpose Classroom Balance • RR414
Early Childhood 2009    p. 225 $19.95
Our super-versatile balance has roomy buckets
with removable lids, so you can fill the buckets with
hard-to-measure items or place objects on top!
Tough plastic balance measures 15" long.

Mathematics  (cont.)
K.5  Measurement  (cont.)

Week-By-Week Calendar • LL798
Early Childhood 2009    p. 216    $29.95
Our nylon pocket char t calendar comes with
cards to display each date of the month, plus 42
weather cards, so kids can record daily conditions.
You even get special event cards to announce
bir thdays, field trips & more!  18 1⁄2" x 24"; with
95 cards.

Hands-On Measuring Center • LA1758
Early Childhood 2009    p. 215 $24.95
Our center combines high-interest activity mats
with manipulatives—providing involving practice
with measuring concepts. 4 laminated activity mats
and tons of manipulatives—in a 6 1⁄2" x 9 1⁄2" box.

Design-Your-Own Calendars - 
Set of 15 • EE175
Early Childhood 2009 p. 127    $19.95
Children can draw pictures to represent each
month…fill in dates, holidays & special
occasions…even decorate the covers!  
15 blank calendars; each measures 81⁄2" x 11".

Lakeshore Liquid Measurement Kit • RE313
Early Childhood 2009 p. 225    $29.95
Kids measure & compare liquid—from 1⁄4 teaspoon
through 1 full gallon!  You get 4 jars with lids, 5
measuring spoons and 8 measuring cups with
easy-pour spouts—all clearly labeled with both
standard & metric measurements. 17 plastic
pieces; gallon jar is 101⁄4".

K.6  Problem Solving

Count & Solve Magnetic Math Kit • JJ584
Early Childhood 2009    p. 222    $34.95
Kit has 24 equation strips, 10 answer squares,
and 40 dense foam counters in four shapes.
Students select an equation, count out shapes—
and add them all up to solve each problem!

Number Line Math 
Activity Chart • RR391
Early Childhood 2009    p. 222    $49.95
Double-sided number cards let you create a
customized number line that focuses on any
sequence of numbers you choose…so kids can
count by ones from 1 to 20, practice skip
counting from 5 to 100, and more!  Plus, we’ve
included activity cards that provide focused
practice with basic skills—including addition and
subtraction, more than/less than, sequencing and
more. 18" x 533⁄4" chart, with over 115 cards & 
6 manipulatives for counting & problem solving.

Easy-Grip Jumbo Pegs & Pegboard • AA382
Early Childhood 2009 p. 228 $14.95
Kids practice sorting, counting & patterning as they
stick 2" plastic pegs into the flexible foam board—
or even stack them on top of each other! 30 pegs
in 6 colors and an 81⁄2" x 81⁄2" board.
AA397• Extra Easy-Grip Jumbo Pegs - 
Set of 100 
100 stackable pegs in 6 colors; 2" tall. $29.95
AA396 • Extra Jumbo Pegboard       $4.95
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Teaching Time Pocket Chart • DD924
Early Childhood 2009 p. 224   $34.95
Just set the movable clock hands on our big, 20" x 30"
chart, then encourage kids to place corresponding
cards in the pockets below…or have kids draw a
card, then move the clock hands to match! Includes
140 cards with answers on back.
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Mathematics  (cont.)
K.6  Problem Solving  (cont.)

Sort-a-Bug Attribute Center • LL766
Early Childhood 2009    p. 217    $49.95
Children sort cute bugs by color, size and style…and get fun, hands-on practice with early classification skills!  Our engaging center features 108 plastic
bugs, plus 3 handy sorting trays that keep the pieces in place as children sort. Kids simply place the miniatures into the appropriate categories—and
get the concrete practice they need to really master sorting!  Molded plastic trays measure a big 103⁄4" x 14 1⁄4".

Match & Learn Math Boards - Complete Set • JJ550X    
Early Childhood 2009 p. 212    $89.95
From counting & sorting to patterning & shape matching, our skill-building
boards make independent math practice a breeze!  Each sturdy pegged board
comes with 12 different strips that focus on a specific math concept…plus tons
of chunky wooden shapes that provide hands-on practice with each skill. Just
place a strip right on top of the wooden boards…then children use the shapes
to practice sorting, counting, patterning and more—building a concrete under-
standing of essential concepts as they go!  All 3 sets shown; boards are 81⁄2"-16".

JJ557 • Match & Learn Counting Board
Children count to 10, practice one-to-one correspondence, learn
to visualize quantities and more. $34.95
JJ568 • Match & Learn Patterning Board
Kids practice everything from simple AB patterns to more complex
patterns with multiple colors and shapes. $34.95
JJ559 • Match & Learn Sorting Board
Children develop shape recognition & build classification skills as they
sort a variety of colors and shapes. $29.95

The Butterfly Nursery • LC66
Early Childhood 2009    p. 236 $39.95
Big 19" nursery comes with a stand for tabletop
setup or hangs anywhere—plus feeding supplies, a
coupon for 3-5 caterpillars and a guide.
LC63 • Coupon for 3-5 Extra Caterpillars
Continental U.S. only. $16.95

Classroom-Safe Science Specimens -
Complete Set • TT910X
Early Childhood 2009 p. 237    $229.00
Five sets each include 4 specimens permanently
encased in indestructible, lightweight acrylic…
with the name of each specimen silkscreened
right on it for easy identification. Each set
comes in a wooden box with a teacher’s guide.
The butterfly specimen measures 3" x 3".

K.1  Science: The Nature of Science and Technology
Scientific Inquiry

Easy-View Classroom Aquarium • EA211
Early Childhood 2009    p. 236 $149.00
8-gallon acrylic tank comes with a filter, pump, light,
water conditioner, ceramic gravel & fish food. 16".
EA212 • Aquarium Accessory Kit    $14.95
Includes 2 weighted plastic plants & an easy-to-
use siphon pump for easy water changes.
EA213 • Extra Filters Refill Pack    $29.95
3 extra filters, plus water conditioner.
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Hands-On Science Supply Center • LA425
Early Childhood 2009    p. 238 $149.00
Our center is filled with over 90 science tools—
from magnets and magnifiers to thermometers
and mirrors! You get 12 of each tool, so the whole
class can participate. Everything comes in a 191⁄4"
chipboard chest with labeled compartments.

The Five Senses Sort & Match 
Science Game • GG355
Early Childhood 2009 p. 235 $34.95
Kids get an instant grasp of the 5 senses as they
sort familiar objects by the sense they represent!
Players match miniatures to corresponding
pictures printed on the activity mats…or flip the
mats over to match without pictures. 30 objects
and five 10" mats.

K.1  Science: The Nature of Science and Technology  (cont.)
The Scientific Enterprise

Tabletop Science Center • JJ153
Early Childhood 2009    p. 233 $79.95
Our hardwood science center has all the tools
kids need to complete fun experiments with
color, light, magnetism & more!  60-piece set;
22"w x 14"d x 7 1⁄2"h.

Sink or Float Exploration Kit • LC1011
Early Childhood 2009 p. 230    $49.95
How many frogs will it take to sink a boat?  25 cards
show the testing objects—just stick a card to the
poster, count & record the predictions…then drop 1 
of 25 objects into the tub of water! Tub is 131⁄2".

K.2  Science: Scientific Thinking
Computation and Estimation

Write & Wipe Lapboard • KC60
Early Childhood 2009    p. 206 $2.95
Write or draw on our lapboard, then simply
wipe it clean. Sturdy board is the perfect size for
kids’ laps. 9" x 12".
KC70 • Write & Wipe 
Lapboard - Set of 10 $28.50

Draw & Write Journal • RR631
Early Childhood 2009    p. 193 $3.49
Ideal for slightly older children—with more lined
writing space, plus room for drawing!  With a
writing guide and high frequency word list.
8" x 101⁄2"; 60 pp.

Red Baseline Jumbo Picture Story
Newsprint • TA2694
Early Childhood 2009    p. 193    $7.79
250 sheets of 12" x 18" paper have red
baselines; ruled at 5⁄8".

Communication
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Math Instant Learning Center -
Estimation • TT956
Early Childhood 2009    
p. 213    $24.95
Kids get a solid grasp of estimation…as
they guess how many bugs are in each
jar! Our center features a double-sided
activity chart that allows up to 4 children
to work at once…with simple picture
instructions that are easy to follow, so
even nonreaders can work independently!
With 4 different jars, 80 plastic bugs, 4
counting mats, instruction chart, and a
write & wipe assessment card.
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Science Discovery Chest • DD228
Early Childhood 2009    p. 230 $199.00
Our super-organized chest has 6 drawers packed with hands-on sup-
plies—from eyedroppers & measuring cups to magnets, magnifiers,
thermometers, and much more. You also get over 40 double-sided
activity cards color-coded to each drawer.

Science Photo Library • AA636
Early Childhood 2009    p. 238 $49.95
The 41⁄2" x 53⁄4" cards have a full-color photo on front and the name of
each object on back…and they come complete with activities to extend
learning. The library includes over 300 cards in all.

K.3  Science: The Physical Setting
Matter and Energy

All About Animals Photo Library •AA191
Early Childhood 2009 p. 236    $39.95
Kids get an up-close look at over 170 amazing
animals…and learn fascinating facts about
each one!  Our full-color photo cards have
the name of each animal printed on
front…with interesting facts on back that help
students get to know each animal. We’ve even
included sorting cards, so children can group the
animals by category. Over 200 cards in all;
4 1⁄2" x 5 3⁄4".

Forces of Nature

All About Science Puzzles - Complete Set • JJ560X
Early Childhood 2009 p. 230    $95.00
Science concepts come to life as kids piece together these intriguing
puzzles! Each set has 4 simple, 16-piece puzzles with kid-friendly images
that illustrate essential concepts—all clearly labeled to help children build
their science vocabulary. Plus, each puzzle comes complete with its own
guide, providing a glossary of key science terms, skill-building extension ac-
tivities and more. All 5 sets (total of 20 puzzles). Puzzles are 9" x 12".
Each puzzle set is also available separately.
JJ551 • All About Plants Puzzle Set Set of 4 puzzles. $19.95
JJ552 • All About Seasons Puzzle Set Set of 4 puzzles. $19.95
JJ553 • All About Animals Puzzle Set Set of 4 puzzles. $19.95
JJ554 • All About Insects Puzzle Set Set of 4 puzzles. $19.95
JJ555 • All About Habitats Puzzle Set  Set of 4 puzzles. $19.95

K.4  Science: The Living Environment
Diversity of Life
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K.4  Science: The Living Environment  (cont.)
Diversity of Life  (cont.)

Science Instant Learning Center - Plants • TT696
Early Childhood 2009 p. 241    $24.95
Kids stamp out roots, stems, leaves & flowers—to create cute plant
pictures piece by piece!  With 16 stamps, 4 diagrams, 4 ink pads,
instruction chart and assessment card.

Animals Up Close Puzzle Set • JJ309
Early Childhood 2009 p. 130    $99.95
From a colorful tree frog to a beautiful blue
butterfly, these kid-pleasing puzzles feature real-
life photos of 10 amazing animals!  Children get
an up-close look at each animal as they fit big,
raised pieces into the sturdy hardwood boards.
Plus, each puzzle has just 8-10 pieces, so they’re
easy to put together!  Set of 10; each is 9" x 12".

Science Instant Learning Center - Life Cycles • TT692
Early Childhood 2009 p. 241    $24.95
Step-by-step illustrations and fun activity strips make sequencing life
cycles a breeze!  Includes 16 life cycle cards, 4 sequencing strips, char t
and assessment card.

Watch-It-Grow Window Greenhouse - 
Set of 20 • RR469
Early Childhood 2009    p. 236 $49.95
Kids just fill our greenhouses with wet paper or
growing crystals, add seeds…and watch them
sprout!  20 vinyl greenhouses in a tote, with name
labels. Each is 81⁄4". Crystals sold below.
RR465 • Window Greenhouse    Each $2.95
GC437 • Clear Growing Crystals Class Pack
Enough crystals for 40 greenhouses. 4 oz. $6.95
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Hands-On Classification Center • DD337
Early Childhood 2009    p. 234    $29.95
Kids get an exciting, hands-on introduction to
insects, sea life, the earth & more—with real-life
specimens they’ll love to touch and explore!
Our classification center includes 5 photo mats
covering 5 major science topics, plus 15 real
specimens—from snakeskin & honeycomb to a
sand dollar & sea star. Kids just choose a
specimen, then search for its image on the
mats…building science vocabulary and
observation skills with every match they make!
Mats are 8 1⁄2" x 11".
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K.5  Science: The Mathematical World
Shapes and Symbolic Relationships

Shape Finders • FF738
Early Childhood 2009    p. 227    $19.95
Our easy-to-use set includes 6 handy viewers in
6 different geometric shapes. Kids simply select
a viewer, then search for matching shapes in the
world around them—and build shape
recognition as they explore!  Each sturdy
wooden viewer is printed with the shape’s
name; diamond-shaped viewer is 12 1⁄2" long.

All About Math Photo Library • AA246
Early Childhood 2009 p. 216    $39.95
Ideal for pocket charts, centers & more, our library
has over 300 photos that help children explore
math concepts in a way that makes sense…and
simple information on back helps reinforce skills.
4 1⁄2" x 53⁄4" cards in a tabbed box.

Science Specimens 
Sorting Center • LL657
Early Childhood 2009    p. 231 $39.95
Kids investigate the scientific properties of 23
specimens—from rocks & shells to feathers &
pine cones!  Includes eight 8" x 10" sorting mats
and a storage box.

Sink or Float Discovery Kit • JJ406
Early Childhood 2009    p. 106    $24.95
Kids get over 100 objects to test for buoyancy!
We’ve included everything from squishy balls and
dense foam shapes to corks, rocks and colorful
disks. In a mesh bag for easy drying. Tub not incl.

K.6  Science: Common Themes
Models and Scale

Lakeshore Magnet Kit • EE512
Early Childhood 2009    p. 240 $59.95
Giant kit has horseshoe magnets, powerful bar
magnets, compasses, and more. Includes activity
cards for 10 experiments…and a 32-page book
to introduce concepts and reinforce key ideas! 
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Literature-Based Math Center - 
Shapes • LL932
Early Childhood 2009    p. 214    $29.95
Kids learn to identify shapes in the world
around them…as they follow along with a
rhyming story, then use 48 fun foam shapes to
complete 24 activity cards!  Comes in a durable
plastic hanging bag for convenient storage.

Viewers help kids explore
shapes in the real world!
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5 Senses Discovery Center • LL364
Early Childhood 2009    p. 235    $34.95
Our instant discovery center is packed with tons
of high-interest manipulatives that let kids
explore all 5 senses—hands on!  Children can
listen to the sounds of jingle bells and a seashell,
smell the sweet scent of vanilla…or reach into
the mystery box to feel & compare the objects
inside by touch alone. 18"w x 6"d x 3 1⁄2"h
activity center doubles as a storage box—for
quick & easy storage of all 26 sensory objects.

K.6  Science: Common Themes  (cont.)
Models and Scale  (cont.)

Science Instant Learning Center - 
Magnets • TT693
Early Childhood 2009 p. 241    $24.95
Fun-to-use magnets & tons of delightful miniatures
help kids discover which objects are magnetic &
which are not!  4 magnets, 16 objects, 4 sorting
mats, chart and assessment card.

Science Instant Learning Center - 
Weather & Seasons • TT697
Early Childhood 2009 p. 241    $24.95
Colorful, compartmentalized trays encourage kids
to sort picture pieces by season!  With 4 sorting
trays, 64 picture pieces, chart and assessment card.

Social Studies Photo Library • AA216
Early Childhood 2009    p. 244    $44.95
Over 260 full-color photos make it easy for chil-
dren to explore the world around them!  Ideal for
pocket charts, learning centers & more, the 41⁄2" x
53⁄4" cards are divided into 9 different categories,
with engaging photos on front & simple descrip-
tions on back. We’ve even included blank cards to
add your own photos!  In a tabbed storage box.

K.1  Social Studies: History
Historical Knowledge
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Exploring Sea Life Science Center • LL383
Early Childhood 2009    p. 234    $39.95
Our center gives kids an up-close look at sharks,
crabs, dolphins & more!  The 11" x 32" center
includes a freestanding chart, 12 eye-catching
photo cards with informative text on back,
sor ting mats, a picture book, a magnifier,
a write & wipe activity card and more!

Let’s Talk About Social Studies! 
Discussion Cards • LL561
Early Childhood 2009    p. 244    $39.95
Our photo cards ask kids to identify healthy foods,
traffic signs, emotions & more—developing
vocabulary & social studies knowledge. 60 cards in
4 categories, all in a tabbed storage box; each card
measures 81⁄2" x 11".

It’s A Multicultural World! Library • AV220X
Early Childhood 2009    p. 141    $95.00
Introduce children to the diverse people and
cultures that make up our world, with a terrific
collection that celebrates the many qualities
we share…and the differences that make each
of us unique!  6 hardcover books.
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K.1  Social Studies: History  (cont.)
Chronological Thinking

What Will We Do
Today? Schedule
Chart • LL408
Early Childhood 2009
p. 250 $22.95
Our handy chart helps
kids transition from one
activity to the next!  
12" x 26" chipboard
chart comes with 25
activity cards, including
blank cards.

Sequencing Activity Pack • AA685
Early Childhood 2009    p. 173 $24.95
Our skill-building pack has both a CD and cas-
sette that lead kids through 16 step-by-step,
reproducible activities—helping them explore
sequencing as they listen and follow directions.

Safety First Book Set • FS796
Early Childhood 2009    p. 244 $34.95
Whether at home or at school, on a bike or on
the bus—our 6 paperback books reinforce safety
lessons kids need to learn!  Each 24 pp.

Good Manners Book Set • GR758
Early Childhood 2009    p. 245    $47.50
Children learn ways to be cooperative,
generous, polite, self-respecting and more!  Set
includes 8 paperback books; each is 24 pages.

K.2  Social Studies: Civics and Government
Functions of Government

Preschool Picture Globe • GC108
Early Childhood 2009    p. 244 $49.95
Our beginner’s globe has colorful, easy-to-
understand picture icons showing landmarks,
people & more, so even pre-readers can explore
early geography concepts!  10" diam.

Basic School Globe • AW447
Early Childhood 2009    p. 244 $54.95
Kid-friendly globe has simple outlines, clearly
defined countries & easy-to-read text…with
enough detail to keep kids interested without
being overwhelmed. 12" diam.

K.3  Social Studies: Geography
The World in Spatial Terms

Learn About Social Studies 
Photo Books • AB254
Early Childhood 2009    p. 244    $54.95
These engaging photo books use familiar
pictures and simple text to help children
understand the value of teamwork, learn the
difference between needs & wants, explore
cultural traditions around the world, and more.
8 paperback books; each is 16 pages.
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Good Manners Poster Pack • FF757
Early Childhood 2009    p. 245    $29.95
Beautifully photographed posters show children
modeling good manners—from sharing to being
patient!  Plus, the familiar settings & situations
make it easy for kids to learn & adopt positive
behaviors. 18 posters & a guide; 11" x 16".

Sequencing Cards - 
Complete Set • CG190X
Early Childhood 2009    p. 155    $34.95
Kids just arrange 3-6 cards in logical order to
complete each picture-story sequence…and if
they answer correctly, the cards form a self-
checking picture on back!  3 sets; cards measure
3 3⁄4" x 4 1⁄2".
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K.3  Social Studies: Geography  (cont.)
The World in Spatial Terms  (cont.)

Seasons & Weather Big Book • TT614
Early Childhood 2009 p. 136 $24.95
Our delightful book features 12 simple songs that
explore seasons and weather and build phonemic
awareness—all set to familiar children’s tunes.
TT416 • Seasons & Weather CD $9.95

The Jacket I Wear in the Snow
Storytelling Kit • RR944
Early Childhood 2009 p. 143 $26.95
Create hours of storytime fun—with adorable
cloth pieces that stick to our Storytelling Aprons,
Storytelling Easel & Storytelling Board. With a guide.
BK818 • The Jacket I Wear in the Snow
Hardcover Book $16.99

Sort & Match Science - Seasons • GG354
Early Childhood 2009    p. 235    $29.95
Our matching game has 4 mats that represent
the seasons. Children just match cute mini-
atures to corresponding pictures on the
mats…or, for extra challenge, kids can flip the
mats over to match without picture clues!
Games include 24 manipulatives. Mats are 10".

Physical Systems

My Neighborhood Kindergarten
Thematic Learning Library • RA488
Early Childhood 2009    p. 159    $34.50
Our skill-building library has 5 books written at
just the right level for kindergarten students!
Library features both fiction & nonfiction titles—
all in a vinyl storage pouch.

Places and Regions

Community & Careers Theme Book Library •
RE988
Early Childhood 2009 p. 158    $34.50
Our library features 5 kid-pleasing paperback
books—all specially selected to strengthen stu-
dents’ understanding of community and careers.

World Classroom Carpet - 6' x 9' • GG555
Early Childhood 2009 p. 70 $279.00
Our rugged carpets feature an accurate world map—with simple
outlines, clearly defined continents and easy-to-read text. The world’s
seven continents and four oceans are represented…there’s even a
compass rose to help kids begin to explore the concept of direction.
GG594 • World Classroom Carpet - 9' x 12'    $449.00

United States Classroom Carpet - 6' x 9' • LM593
Early Childhood 2009 p. 70 $279.00
These carpets have all 50 states, along with mountain ranges, bodies of water
and more. Made of soil-resistant nylon with extra-secure binding, our car-
pets meet a Class I rating of NFPA 253 and the fire-resistance standards
of the Uniform Building Code. Each carpet comes with an activity guide.
LM592 • United States Classroom  Carpet - 9' x 12'    $449.00

Around Our Community Card Library • DD522
Early Childhood 2009 p. 196    $19.95
Our library helps students develop English vocabu-
lary word by word!  On front, each card has a full-
color photo…and on back, the card lists the word in
English and 13 other languages—complete with
phonetic pronunciations!  Cards are 4 1⁄2" x 5 3⁄4".
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Science Instant Learning Center -
Weather & Seasons • TT697
Early Childhood 2009    p. 241 $24.95
Colorful, compartmentalized trays encourage
kids to sor t picture pieces by season!  With 4
sorting trays, 64 picture pieces, char t and
assessment card.

K.3  Social Studies: Geography  (cont.)
Physical Systems  (cont.)

Earth & Environment Theme Book Library • RE996
Early Childhood 2009 p. 158    $32.50
Our library features 5 kid-pleasing paperback books—
all specially selected to strengthen students’ under-
standing of the earth and its environment.

Environment and Society

Seasons & Weather Theme Box • FF966
Early Childhood 2009    p. 156    $49.95
Our theme box makes it easy to explore
seasons & weather—with comprehensive,
hands-on lessons!  Plus, you get a guide with
tons of involving activities that cover 10 curricu-
lum areas—from math to dramatic play. Mater-
ials come in stackable plastic tubs.

Community Workers Poster Pack • RR168
Early Childhood 2009    p. 245 $29.95
Our colorful posters help kids learn about com-
munity workers and the services they provide! 18
posters each show a different worker, with a job
description on back. 11" x 16"; with a guide.

K.4  Social Studies: Economics

Community Workers Book Set • CW169
Early Childhood 2009    p. 245 $47.50
8 fascinating books introduce kids to workers
in the community through simple text & lots
of photos!  Paperback; each 24 pp.
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All About Seasons Puzzle Set  • JJ552
Early Childhood 2009 p. 230    $19.95
Science concepts come to life as kids piece
together these intriguing puzzles! 4 simple, 16-
piece puzzles feature kid-friendly images that
illustrate the seasons—all clearly labeled to help
children build their science vocabulary. Plus,
each puzzle comes complete with its own
guide, providing a glossary of key science terms,
skill-building extension activities and more.
Puzzles are 9" x 12".

Community & Careers
Theme Box • FF947
Early Childhood 2009    p. 158    $49.95
Our theme box is packed with high-interest
manipulatives & involving activities. Materials
come in stackable plastic storage boxes.
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My Home Dramatic Play
Writing Box • GG635
Early Childhood 2009
p. 5    $16.95
Our fun-to-use box has 4 giant
write & wipe cards that focus on a
popular theme…plus 4 handy word
rings with a total of 40 vocabulary
words. Kids just flip to find the
words they want to use…and prac-
tice reading & writing as they play!  

K.4  Social Studies: Economics  (cont.)

Me, My Friends & Family 
Paperback Library • RA303
Early Childhood 2009    p. 147 $79.00
Explore ideas & situations kids encounter every day! Each book
covers a different topic, with cute stories, simple text and delightful
illustrations. Set of 12.

Multicultural Stories Paperback Library • RR850X
Early Childhood 2009    p. 148 $89.00
Children gain pride in themselves—and increase awareness of 
others—with this spectacular collection of stories.We’ve included books
about children from faraway places and children from here at home,
traditional stories and legends, and contemporary tales. 12 paperbacks.

Social Studies: Individuals, Society, and Culture

Families Poster Pack • LC1456
Early Childhood 2009    p. 245 $29.95
Our color posters give kids a look at all kinds of
families! 20 photos featuring families from a variety
of ethnic backgrounds, plus a guide. 11" x 16".

Families Book Set • FB457
Early Childhood 2009    p. 245 $49.50
Kids explore the valuable roles played by each
family member, from mothers & grandfathers
to family pets!  Set of 10 paperback books;
each 24 pages.

Social Studies Photo Library • AA216
Early Childhood 2009    p. 244 $44.95
Over 260 full-color photos make it easy for kids
to explore the world! Ideal for pocket charts,
learning centers & more, the 41⁄2" x 53⁄4" cards are
divided into 9 categories, with photos on front
and simple descriptions on back.
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Basic Storage Unit • JJ167
Early Childhood 2009    p. 34 $219.00
Birch unit is just the right height for kids…with 5
compartments. 47"w x 111⁄2"d x 24"h. Assembled.
JJ168 • Large Storage Unit
Same...but taller! 47"w x 11 1⁄2"d x 30"h.
Assembled. $249.00

Classic Birch Furniture
Super-versatile birch furniture that looks great in any classroom!

Help-Yourself Bookstand • JJ836
Early Childhood 2009    p. 140    $139.00 
At just 30" high, this sturdy wooden bookstand
puts children’s favorite books right at their
fingertips!  It features 5 rows of overlapping
shelves that store books neatly and accessibly—
encouraging young readers to help themselves.
Measures 36"w x 12"d x 30"h. Assembled.

Lakeshore Hardwood Tables Early Childhood 2009    p. 49
Each hardwood table has rounded corners, eased edges, heavy-duty construction, and a wipe-clean
finish. Choose from rectangular or round tables in 2 heights and 3 tabletop sizes. Simple assembly.

Spacemaker Storage Unit • JJ156
Early Childhood 2009    p. 37    $429.00
Hardwood unit has shelves & cubbies on top, plus a
space in the middle for hard-to-store items.10 cub-
bies are on bottom. 46"w x 15"d x 36"h. Assembled.
WT112 • Clear-View Bins - Set of 10
Plastic; each is 13 1⁄2" x 8" x 5" high . $67.50

Coats, Cubbies & Communication 
Center • JJ345
Early Childhood 2009    p. 34 $529.00
Storage for 10 kids; with 5 lockers, 10 cubbies & 10
shelves. Birch; 60"w x 141⁄2"d x 501⁄2"h. Assembled.
AA346 • Cubby Bins - Set of 10
Plastic; in 4 colors. Each is 131⁄2" x 11" x 63⁄4".

$67.50

Solid Oak School Chairs
Early Childhood 2009    p. 48
Our sturdy oak chairs have smooth surfaces with
a protective finish, braced bottoms and contoured
seats. 11 1⁄2" and larger have rungs for smaller kids.

Choosing the right size tables & chairs...
As a rule, the space between a chair’s seat and the tabletop should be between 6"-10". For a
helpful chart, see page 49 of the 2009 Early Childhood Catalog.

OAK SCHOOL CHAIRSRECTANGULAR TABLES
Tabletop 21" High 24" High

24" x 24" AA542    $122.00 AA543   $125.00

24" x 48" AA545   $172.00 AA546   $175.00

30" x 60" AA548   $272.00 AA549   $275.00

ROUND TABLES

Tabletop 21" High 24" High

30" Diam. AA112   $152.00 AA113   $155.00

42" Diam. AA115   $262.00 AA116   $265.00

48" Diam. AA118   $312.00 AA119   $315.00

10" Chair RH10 $64.95

11 1⁄2" Chair RH12 $74.95

13" Chair RH13 $84.95

15" Chair RH15 $99.95

17" Teacher’s Chair RH17 $129.95

Mobile Book Organizer • JJ676
Early Childhood 2009    p. 36 $329.00
Sturdy wooden center features 8 roomy bins
that hold up to 200 hardcover or 400 paperback
books, with a label holder in front of each bin to
organize books by any topic. Center rolls on 4
sturdy casters; with 24 labels and 420 stickers.
45 1⁄4"w x 13"d x 25 1⁄2"h. Assembled.

Lakeshore Writing Center • JJ639
Early Childhood 2009    p. 38 $429.00
Our center has space for 4 kids to work on writing
projects or 2 kids to work on computers. Plus, the
center is height adjustable & 8 cubbies are accessible
from either side!  Easy-clean tabletop adjusts 21"-24"
high. Unit is 501⁄4"w x 30"d; adjusts from 48"-56" high.
Fits our 9 1⁄2"-13 1⁄2" chairs. Assembly required.

Guaranteed for

YEARS
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Kids Colors™ Furniture
Colorful, easy-clean laminate furniture that’s built to last!

Rectangular Kids Colors™ Tables
Early Childhood 2009    p. 53
Same features as our Round Tables. Adjust from
21" to 30" high. Easy assembly. Specify color.
EE541 • 30" x 36" Rectangular Table
Seats 4. $199.00
EE543 • 30" x 48" Rectangular Table
Seats 6. $229.00
EE545 • 30" x 60" Rectangular Table
Seats 8. $249.00
EE547 • 30" x 78" Rectangular Table
Seats 10. $279.00
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Kids Colors™ Classroom Storage Units 
Early Childhood 2009    p. 50
Each unit features safe, rounded corners, vinyl edge-
bands and laminate surfaces that are a breeze
to keep clean. Assembled. Specify color on order
form: blue, red, yellow or teal.
AB322 • Kids Colors™ Preschool 
Storage Unit    461⁄2"w x 16"d x 301⁄4"h. $329.00   
AB323 • Kids Colors™ All-Purpose 
Storage Unit    461⁄2"w x 16"d x 361⁄2"h. $379.00   

Kids Colors™ Spacemaker 
Storage Unit • AB526
Early Childhood 2009    p. 51          $449.00
Unit has easy-access shelves and divided compart-
ments, a long shelf for hard-to-store items, plus 10
cubbies. Laminate unit features vinyl edging and
rounded corners. 46 1⁄2"w x 15 3⁄4"d x 36 1⁄4"h.
Assembled. Specify color on order form: blue, red,
yellow or teal.
WT112 • Clear-View Bins - Set of 10 
Plastic; each is 13 1⁄2" x 8" x 5" high. $67.50

Kids Colors™ Coat Lockers for 8 • AB788
Early Childhood 2009    p. 52         $449.00
Super-stable unit provides storage space for 8
children—with 4 cubbies above and 4 below…plus
4 lockers with rounded coat hooks on both sides.
Laminate unit is 46"w x 15"d x 473⁄4"h. Assembled.
Specify color on order form: blue, red, yellow or teal.
AB787 • Kids Colors™ Coat Lockers for 10
573⁄4"w x 15"d x 473⁄4"h. Assembled. Specify color.

$549.00

Round Kids Colors™ Tables
Early Childhood 2009 p. 53
Heavy-duty tables have 11⁄4"-thick tabletops with
wipe-clean laminate surfaces, rounded corners and
vinyl edgebands for durability. Steel legs adjust to
just the right height…and have tough nylon tips
to protect floors. Easy assembly. Specify color on
order form: blue, red, yellow or teal.
EE531 • 42" Round Kids Colors™ Table
Adjusts from 21" to 30" high; seats 4. $239.00
EE533 • 48" Round Kids Colors™ Table
Adjusts from 21" to 30" high; seats 6. $269.00

Kids Colors™ Stacking Chairs
Early Childhood 2009    p. 53  
Our brawny chairs feature securely braced, all-
steel frames that are incredibly stable…and tough
nylon tips that keep legs and floors protected.The
seats are molded from solid polypropylene and pro-
vide superior comfort. Assembled. Specify color on
order form: blue, red, yellow or teal.

9 1⁄2" Stacking Chair EE509 $48.95

11 1⁄2" Stacking Chair EE511 $51.95

13 1⁄2" Stacking Chair EE513 $54.95

15 1⁄2" Stacking Chair EE515 $62.95

17 1⁄2" Teacher’s Chair EE517 $69.95

Kids Colors™ Easy-Access 
Book Center • AB668
Early Childhood 2009    p. 52          $219.00
Sturdy book center has 4 roomy display shelves—
all at kid height. 351⁄4"w x 153⁄4"d x 30"h; with wipe-
clean laminate surfaces. Assembled. Specify color on
order form: blue, red, yellow or teal.

Kids Colors™ Easy-Stack Cot • AA992
Early Childhood 2009    p. 50              $49.95
Our cot has a tip-proof frame with rounded cor-
ners…plus a vinyl-coated polyester cover with heat-
sealed seams to prevent fraying! Moisture-resistant,
wipe-clean surface. 513⁄4"w x 211⁄2"d x 4 1⁄4"h.
Assembled. Specify color on order form: blue, red,
yellow or teal.
AA993 • Kids Colors™ Easy-Stack Cot - 
Set of 5 $239.00

Kids Colors™ 20-Cubby Unit • AB527
Early Childhood 2009    p. 51            $429.00
Spacious unit has 20 cubbies…plus, it features
rounded edges and wipe-clean, laminate surfaces.
46 1⁄2"w x 15"d x 30"h. Assembled. Specify color
on order form: blue, red, yellow or teal.
LM103 • Clear-View Bins - Set of 20    
20 clear, unbreakable bins; 13 1⁄2" x 8" x 5" high.

$129.50

blue red yellow teal

Kids Colors™ furniture comes in:

Guaranteed for

YEARS
10
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Heavy-Duty Furniture
Durable, wipe-clean laminate…with the classic look of hardwood!

Heavy-Duty Magnetic Write & Wipe 
Big Book Center • DG667
Early Childhood 2009 p. 55           $249.00
Wipe-clean laminate center has a giant display stand
plus a magnetic write & wipe board.There’s even
a storage space in back for keeping books accessible!
24"w x 143⁄4"d x 373⁄4"h. Center has easy-rolling
casters & safe, locking hinges. Assembled.

Heavy-Duty Fold & Roll 
Storage Unit • DG316
Early Childhood 2009 p. 55 $649.00
Each side of this unit features 5 compartments
that keep supplies within reach. Plus, it rolls on 8
casters, so it’s a cinch to move! Wipe-clean laminate
with a lockable catch. Each side is assembled…just
attach hinge and casters! 93"w x 15"d x 32"h
when open.

Classic Classroom Group Tables
Early Childhood 2009 p. 47
Easy-care tables adjust to the height you need! 11⁄4"-
thick tabletops have vinyl edges to protect tables
and walls. Chrome legs have rubber-cushioned glides,
and plastic-laminate surfaces wipe clean. Adjust
from 21" to 30" in height. Easy assembly.
CN431 • 36" x 72" Small  Group Table
Seats 5. (Shown.) $269.00
CN433 • 48" x 72" Large Group Table
Seats 7. $329.00

Classic Classroom Rectangular Tables
Early Childhood 2009 p. 47
Same features as our Group Tables. Adjust from 
21" to 30" in height. Easy assembly.
CN441 • 24" x 36" Rectangular Table
Seats 4. $159.00
CN443 • 24" x 48" Rectangular Table
Seats 6. (Shown.) $179.00
CN451 • 30" x 60" Rectangular Table
Seats 8. $199.00
CN453 • 30" x 72" Rectangular Table
Seats 10. $239.00

Classroom Stacking Chairs
Early Childhood 2009 p. 49
Heavy-gauge steel frames are designed to help the
chairs resist tipping, while self-leveling glides give
maximum stability. Chairs stack for storage. Made
of polypropylene.Assembled. Specify color on order
form: red, yellow or blue.

Heavy-Duty Preschool Storage Unit • DG312
Early Childhood 2009 p. 54 $329.00
Unit features a rugged design with 5 divided com-
partments, wipe-clean laminate surfaces, and eased
corners. 46 1⁄2"w x 15"d x 30"h. Assembled.
DG313 • Heavy-Duty All-Purpose Storage Unit
8 compartments; 461⁄2"w x 15"d x 361⁄2"h. Assembled.

$379.00

Heavy-Duty Coat Lockers for 8 • DG228
Early Childhood 2009 p. 57      $449.00
4 lockers with rounded hooks on both sides—so
8 children can store coats, backpacks & more. Plus,
8 cubbies provide storage for boots, books and
lunches! 46 1⁄2"w x 15"d x 47 1⁄2"h. Assembled.
DG229 • Heavy-Duty Coat Lockers for 10 
58"w x 15"d x 47 1⁄2"h. Assembled. $549.00

9 1⁄2" Chair CN810 $31.95

11 1⁄2" Chair CN812 $33.95

13 1⁄2" Chair CN814 $36.95

15 1⁄2" Chair CN816 $42.95

17 1⁄2" Teacher’s Chair CN818 $49.95

Heavy-Duty Locking Storage Cabinet - 
5 Ft. • DG219
Early Childhood 2009 p. 54 $549.00
Roomy cabinet keeps supplies locked & stored. It
features 3 spacious shelves and smooth, wipe-clean
surfaces. 30"w x 19 3⁄4"d x 60"h. Assembled.
DG218 • Heavy-Duty Locking Storage
Cabinet - 6 Ft. 4 adjustable shelves; 30"w x
23"d x 72"h. Due to its larger size, unit requires
assembly. (Shown.) $599.00

Heavy-Duty Mobile 
Book Organizer • DG429
Early Childhood 2009 p. 56          $329.00
Heavy-duty laminate unit has 6 bins that hold hun-
dreds of books…with a label holder in front of
each bin to organize books any way you like.
36"w x 16"d x 29 1⁄2"h unit has 4 sturdy casters,
24 labels and over 430 stickers. Assembled.

Guaranteed for

YEARS
10

Choosing the right size tables & chairs...
As a rule, the space between a chair’s seat and the
tabletop should be between 6"-10". For a helpful
chart, see page 49 of the 2009 Early Childhood Catalog.
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Tuff Stuff™ Book Center • RR307
Early Childhood 2009 p. 63    $429.00
Our easy-access center has 8 big bins that hold up
to 200 hardcover or 400 paperback books, with
a label holder in front of each bin to organize books
by topic. 48 1⁄2"w x 131⁄2"d x 261⁄4"h laminate unit
comes with 24 labels & 420 stickers. Assembled.
Specify color on order form: sky blue, mauve or
green.

Tuff Stuff™ Classroom Carpets
Early Childhood 2009 p. 61
Made of soft yet rugged, stain-resistant polyester…
each carpet has a heavy-duty binding and meets
a Class I rating of the National Fire Protection Asso-
ciation’s “Life Safety Code” and the fire-resistance
standards of the Uniform Building Code. Round &
rectangular designs, each in 2 sizes and 3 colors.

Tuff Stuff™ Medium Storage Unit • RR347
Early Childhood 2009 p. 62 $379.00
Our sturdy unit has 5 compartments, rounded
corners & protective edging. 473⁄4"w x 121⁄8"d x 301⁄2"h;
wipe-clean laminate surfaces. Assembled.
Specify color on order form: sky blue, mauve or green.
RR918 • Tuff Stuff™ Large Storage Unit
8 compartments; 453⁄4"w x 12 1⁄8"d x 333⁄4"h.
Specify color : sky blue, mauve, or green. $429.00

Tuff Stuff™ Coat Lockers • RR996
Early Childhood 2009 p. 62    $599.00
This heavy-duty unit has 10 cubbies and 5 lockers
with a safe, rounded coat hook on each side. It
also features a classroom-safe design that resists
rocking and tipping, plus protective vinyl edging.
563⁄4"w x 121⁄8"d x 48"h. Assembled. Specify color on
order form: sky blue, mauve or green.

Tuff Stuff™ Cubby Storage Unit • RR411
Early Childhood 2009 p. 63 $499.00
Our classroom-tough unit has 20 cubbies that
keep a variety of classroom materials neat and
organized. Unit also has a no-tip, child-safe design.
49 1⁄4"w x 14 3⁄8"d x 30 1⁄2"h. Assembled. Specify
color on order form: sky blue, mauve or green.
LM103 • Clear-View Bins - Set of 20
20 clear, unbreakable bins; 13 1⁄2" x 8" x 5" high.

$129.50

Rectangular Tuff Stuff™ Adjustable Tables
Early Childhood 2009 p. 61
Same features as Round Tuff Stuff™ Tables; legs
adjust from 15" to 24". Simple assembly. Specify color.
CN531 • Low 30" x 36" Rectangular Table
Seats 4. $199.00
CN532 • Low 30" x 48" Rectangular Table
Seats 6. $229.00
CN533 • Low 30" x 60" Rectangular Table
Seats 8. $249.00
CN534 • Low 30" x 78" Rectangular Table
Seats 10. $279.00

Round Tuff Stuff™ Adjustable Tables
Early Childhood 2009 p. 60
Our sturdy round tables have wipe-clean laminate
tops and extra-thick vinyl edgebands.The steel
tube legs adjust from 15" to 24" high, with tough
nylon tips to keep floors safe. Easy assembly. Specify
color on order form: sky blue, mauve or green.
CN511 • Low 42" Round Tuff Stuff™ Table
Adjusts from 15" to 24" high; seats 4. $239.00   
CN512 • Low 48" Round Tuff Stuff™ Table
Adjusts from 15" to 24" high; seats 6. $269.00    

Tuff Stuff™ Chairs
Early Childhood 2009 p. 60
Designed for comfort, our stackable Tuff Stuff chairs
feature a range of sizes. Solid polypropylene
seats are ergonomically contoured…and steel
frames are sturdy, with nylon leg tips that won’t
rust or scratch. Assembled. Specify color on order
form: sky blue, mauve or green.

Tuff Stuff™ Easy-Stack Cot • RR392
Early Childhood 2009 p. 60    $49.95
Our Tuff Stuff cot is the best in its class!  The wipe-
clean cover is heat-sealed to prevent tearing and
fraying…and the tip-proof frame has molded
polypropylene ends with safe corners. Lightweight
cot is 513⁄4"w x 211⁄2"d x 4 1⁄4"h. Assembled. Specify
color on order form: sky blue, mauve or green.
RR395 • Tuff Stuff™ Easy-Stack Cot - 
Set of 5    Specify color. $239.00
LC1589 • Tuff Stuff™ Cot Sheet 
Poly/cotton; elastic bands.Washer/dryer-safe. $9.95  

RoundRectangular 
6' x 9' 9' x 12' 6' 9'

Price $229.00 $399.00 $169.00 $399.00

Sky Blue AA121 AA126 AA131 AA136
Mauve AA123 AA128 AA133 AA138
Green AA122 AA127 AA132 AA137

9 1⁄2" Chair CN209 $48.95

11 1⁄2" Chair CN211 $51.95

13 1⁄2" Chair CN213 $54.95

15 1⁄2" Chair CN215 $62.95

17 1⁄2" Teacher’s Chair CN217 $69.95

Tuff Stuff™ furniture is available in 3 colors:

sky blue mauve green

Guaranteed for

YEARS

Kid-safe, color-coordinated…and virtually indestructible!
Tuff Stuff™ Furniture

Choosing the right size tables & chairs...
As a rule, the space between a chair’s seat and the tabletop should be between 6"-10". For a helpful chart, see page 49 of the 2009 Early Childhood Catalog.
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A Place for Everyone Classroom Carpet
for 30 - 9' x 12' • LA952  (Shown.)
Early Childhood 2009 p. 64 $449.00
TT483 • A Place for Everyone Classroom
Carpet for 20 - 8' x 9'    
These giant-sized carpets provide seating options
for the whole class! Rugged, soil-resistant nylon
carpets meet a Class I rating of NFPA 253 and
fire-resistance standards of the UBC. $329.00

Alphabet Activity Carpet - 6' x 9' • TT668
Early Childhood 2009 p. 67 $279.00
TT669 • Alphabet Activity Carpet - 9' x 12'
Our carpets have squares for every letter—each
with an upper- & lowercase letter, plus easy-to-rec-
ognize pictures. Nylon carpets meet a Class I rating
of NFPA 253 and fire-resistance standards of the
UBC; each with a guide packed with activities.

$449.00

Carpets
Our rugged, child-safe carpets are designed especially for the classroom…with top-quality construction that simply can’t be beat!

Best-Buy Classroom Carpets 
Early Childhood 2009 p. 71
Create an inviting space with attractive carpets of
the highest quality! They come in round & rectan-
gular designs in 2 sizes and 3 colors. Made of soil-
resistant synthetic fiber, these carpets have a Class II
rating of the National Fire Protection Association’s
“Life Safety Code” and passed the fire-resistance
standards of the Uniform Building Code.

RoundRectangular 
6' x 9' 9' x 12' 6' 9'

Price $199.00 $349.00 $149.00 $299.00

Blue LC381 LC380 LA132 LA145
Green LC331 LC330 LA133 LA146
Gray LC451 LC450 LA134 LA147

Numbers & Letters Activity Carpet - 
6' x 9' • DD496
Early Childhood 2009 p. 68 $279.00
DD497 • Numbers & Letters Activity
Carpet - 9' x 12'    Perfect for skill-building learn-
ing games & activities, the carpets feature numbers
from 1-20, all color-coded by sets of five…plus 26
bees that show the alphabet around the carpet’s
perimeter.The soil-resistant nylon carpets meet a
Class I rating of NFPA 253 & the fire-resistance
standards of the Uniform Building Code. Carpets
come with an activity guide. $449.00

Getting Ready to Read Activity Carpet -
6' x 9' • GG282
Early Childhood 2009 p. 66 $279.00
GG288 • Getting Ready to Read Activity
Carpet - 9' x 12' Carpets feature a complete
alphabet, with upper- & lowercase letters…a 1-20
number wheel…color patches printed with color
words…even basic shapes in each corner! Made
of soil-resistant nylon, with securely bound edges.
Carpets meet a Class I rating of NFPA 253 & the
fire-resistance standards of the UBC. Each comes
with an activity guide. $449.00

United States Classroom Carpet - 6' x 9' •
LM593
Early Childhood 2009 p. 70 $279.00
LM592 • United States Classroom
Carpet - 9' x 12'    These carpets have all 50
states, along with mountain ranges, bodies of water
and more. Made of soil-resistant nylon with extra-
secure binding, our carpets meet a Class I rating of
NFPA 253 and the fire-resistance standards of the
Uniform Building Code. Each carpet comes with
an activity guide. $449.00

Blue Green Gray

Lakeshore Learning Materials
2695 E. Dominguez Street
Carson, CA  90895 www.lakeshorelearning.com



Our 2009 Early Childhood
catalog is packed with
exclusive learning materi-
als—including many brand-
new items for English
Language Learners and
bilingual students! From
vocabulary building photo
cards and word rings to
resource books and pocket
char ts, Lakeshore is your
best choice for innovative
ELL products.

Lakeshore’s new materials for
English Language Learners!

Building Language Photo Library - Spanish/English
see p. 194 of our Early Childhood Catalog               $49.95 ea.

Around Our Community Photo Card Library • DD522 Building Language Photo Library - Spanish/English • AA238

Vocabulary Development Photo Card Libraries
see p. 196 of our Early Childhood Catalog $19.95 ea.
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Lakeshore is here for your 
school readiness needs!

Lakeshore’s Transition to School Backpack
(RR375) is perfect for kids starting kindergarten
or first grade…and helps children develop the
skills they need for school!  It has a 3-month cal-
endar filled with activities for kids to do each day,
from counting & sorting to identifying letters. The
calendar is written in English and Spanish, so you
can send it home to parents—or adapt it for
classroom use. Best of all, the vinyl pack is filled
with all kids need to complete each activity—
from tactile number cards & counting links to fun
foam letters, a draw & write journal and more!
p. 153    $19.95

RR375

Targets standards in these areas:

• Naming & sequencing letters  

• Identifying rhymes 

• Using letters & words to represent ideas

• Developing school readiness skills 

• Drawing pictures to represent ideas



What can Lakeshore do for you? You name it!

Exclusive Products
We offer thousands of exclusive products, many of them created right here by our on-site product 
developers. The products are all classroom-tested and designed specifically to meet the needs of 
teachers and children.

Customized Learning Solutions
We offer customized learning solutions for preschool through elementary grades and beyond! 
Whether you want to customize items for a specific program or create specialized materials that 
support your entire curriculum, we can supply exactly what you need!

Value Pricing
We’re committed to bringing you affordable learning materials at everyday low prices…without 
compromising our high standards of quality.

Availability & Delivery
Pick any product…we guarantee it will be in stock for immediate delivery at least 99% of the time.
Talk about service!  Your order will be on its way to you within 2 business days from the time we
receive it.

Customer Service
We work hard to keep you 100% happy by handling situations before they become problems. If any-
thing we send is damaged, lost, or left out of your order, we’ll replace it immediately. Just note any
inconsistencies on the freight bill prior to signing. We unconditionally guarantee every item!  Call us at
(800) 428-4414, Mon.-Fri., 8 a.m. to 8 p.m., CST.

Easy-To-Use Catalogs
Our colorful, user-friendly catalogs feature clear photos and complete product descriptions. Plus, both
catalogs now feature a special section for English Language Learners!

Great Online Resources
Our convenient website features classroom planners, product correlations, special offers, and our
Classroom Designer…a Lakeshore exclusive! 

Check out our 
online resources and fast,

efficient ordering!

lakeshorelearning.com
Lakeshore Learning Materials

2695 E. Dominguez Street
Carson, CA 90895

If you have any questions or need assistance with placing an order,
please contact your local sales representative, Jeff Stickler at 
(800) 421-5354 ext. 7527 or jstickler@lakeshorelearning.com


